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Theme:

● Our theme is bright. We want our theme to make everyone happy and have a 
great feeling about how the year went. Our goal with this theme is for 
everyone to have a breath of fresh air compared to last year since everyone is 
in person and not online. 

● We also want our yearbook cover to look something like this.



Fonts:

● Font one: For our title we would like to use Poller One 

● Example: Bright

● Font two: For our text inside the yearbook we would like to use Asap Condensed

● Example: Text

● Font three: For our other text inside the yearbook we would like to use Kanit

● Example: Text



Color Palette:

● For our color palette we would like to use light blue, purple, light orange, 
bright yellow and magenta. 

● Example: 

● For our text color palette we would like to use black for writing inside the 
yearbook. 

● Example: Text



Cover idea:

● We want our cover to be very colorful and make everyone happy.

● Our idea for the cover is a water color looking yearbook.

● On our yearbook cover we are using the colors light blue, purple, light orange, 

bright yellow and magenta.

● For our cover we don’t want to use colors that hurt people’s eyes, we want to keep 

it simple but still happy and bright. 



Cover:



Theme Copy:

School is a time to be social and be with your friends, but last year that was really hard. It was 
hard to be social, hard to have fun with your friends and it was hard to be a good communicator. 
Last year was so hard because everyone was starting to give up, everybody thought that the 
year wasn’t going the way they thought it would. And to be completely honest, it wasn’t going 
the way they thought it would. But then, everyone saw this bright light, and that bright light 
was 2021. 2021 gave everyone hope, hope that things were getting better, and we still have to 
wear masks but now we can have the social part of school. This year is way brighter than the 
year before. This year we get school trips and halloween and all the things that make the year 
fun! But there are still so many questions going around the school, “what’s happening with the 
new schedule”? “When will the construction  be done”? And although these questions are 
annoying since we can’t answer them it’s ok because we need to look on the brightside for this 
year because 2021-2022 was a BRIGHT year! So that’s why we thought the only way to describe 
this year was bright! 


